CONTEMPORARY
SCANDINAVIAN

“This kitchen takes pride of place in the main living area of
a home situated in the Perth Hills, overlooking the stunning
views of the Perth City skyline. The kitchen takes advantage
of the natural light throughout the home, as well as the
breathtaking scenery. The room integrates seamlessly with
the living areas to create a social and functional family
space. We drew inspiration from the natural surroundings,
using a neutral palette with feature timber accents. The
huge breakfast bar area accommodates ample seating,
perfect for socialising with friends and family. The cuboid
open shelving cabinets tie the kitchen and living spaces
together harmoniously, through their unique and striking
display. Quality hardware, fixtures and fittings, as well as a
handle-less design, ensures the kitchen is as functional as it
is beautiful. This kitchen is truly a pleasure to be in.”
Design by: The Maker Designer Kitchens
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SHOP THE LOOK
®® Cabinet doors and panels

Polytec thermolaminated
Manchester profile doors in Classic White Gloss, Polytec
Tessuto Milan in Ravine with horizontal grain
®® Kickboards Polytec brushed stainless steel, Polytec Classic
White Sheen
®® Internal hardware Häfele Euro Cargo bin, Häfele TANDEM
pantry, Häfele LeMans II corner unit, Häfele internal drawers,
Häfele Cuisio cutlery tray, Häfele salsa spice drawer insert,
Häfele soft-close drawer runners, Hettich WingLine bifold
door mechanism, Blum AVENTOS tip-on lift-up mechanism
®® Handles Häfele finger grips
®® Benchtop 20mm Caesarstone polished in Organic White,
80mm Caesarstone polished in Shitake
®® Oven, steam oven, cooktop, microwave and warming
drawer V-ZUG
®® Rangehood Schweigen
®® Refrigerator Fisher & Paykel
®® Dishwasher Neff
®® Sink Franke
®® Lighting Häfele strip lights, LED lights

want more?
SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM
EXPERT TIP

themaker.com.au
12 Dyer Road, Bassendean WA
(08) 9270 0000

Use your natural
surroundings as inspiration
to create a space that truly
fits your home.

We love the striking
cuboid open shelving
cabinet and how it
ties the informal and
formal areas together.
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